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Swing into action with new
custom golf course flags!
www.baycogolf.com | Toll Free: 1-877-668-4653 | F: 204-633-6226
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If you can think it, we can print it! We can
help you choose the colors that compliment
your logo best, or if you already have a color
in mind and/or know the color code (HEX,
RGB, CYMK) we can match it. We can even
change the colors on your logo! *

Whether you need a border or not, numbers or text, or
simply your logo** on the flags - let us know and we can do
it! If you have a custom graphic that you want diplayed on
your flag, or you’d like to show off your sponsors - we are
here for you! If you have a new feature and would like to
advertise or you want to honor someone special - it’s all
possible with Bayco Custom Golf Flags!

At Bayco Golf, we offer several different sizes of custom golf flags, of which
14”x20” and 6”x8” are most common. We also provide three different shapes rectangle, burgee, and pennant. You can order them double sided (DS) or single
sided (SS). Our prices for each flag type/size are the same no matter what colors
or layout you choose. There are no set up fees or obligations to request proofs and
make changes until you are satisfied with the result! Don’t be afraid to get
creative, your only limit is your imagination!

CALL 1 (877) 668-4653 OR YOUR NEAREST BAYCO
DISTRIBUTOR TO ORDER YOURS TODAY!
See just a few examples inside. The possibilities are endless!
* Logos must be high resolution and be either a PDF or a vector file (.ai or .eps)
** Any graphics or logos must be obtained legally and have all the required permissions to be used in your custom flag design. Bayco Golf is not responsible for any lawsuit related to
the distribution of illegally obtained content.

Solid color flag with border and centered logo

One side border with solid color

Three side border with solid color

Checkered flag, colored open center w/ logo

Checkered flag, open center w/ logo

Checkered outlines, w/ border open center and logo

Custom graphic, open center w/ logo

Argyle with border, open center and logo

Argyle with border and logo
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Two color gradient with logo

Four color gradient with logo

Rainbow tube w/ border, logo and number

Sponsored by
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Sponsored by:

Four color gradient with logo, number and sponsor
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Text on tube, border, logo and two numbers on
opposite ends
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Diagonal, with border, angled logo, two numbers
on opposite sides, and text on tube
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Diagonal with border, angled number and logo
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Triangle inset left, with border, number and logo

Triangle inset right, with border, number and logo
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Sponsored by:

Sponsored by:
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Triangle inset on left and right (X) with logo,
number and sponsor

Triangle inset top, with border, number, logo, and
sponsor
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Solid color flag, with border, large number and
small logo
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Polka dots with number

Charity and different sponsors in each square

Pattern 1 example, with logo

Pattern 2 example, with logo

Pattern 3 example, with logo

Pattern 4 example, with logo

Solid color flag with different colored border and
centered logo

Picture and logo

Tournament flags (available sets of 9 or 18 flags
with different logos on each at no extra charge)

Canadian (stocked)

American (stocked)

Any other country flag

Custom country flag

State Flag

Province/Territory Flag
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Flag with two different logos on each side

Other shapes: Burgee
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Flag with logo on one side and picture on the other

Other shapes: Penant

What does your
custom flag look like?
Flag with logo on one side and a number on the other

Your flag here

